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About This Content

The Singularity. The point in human history when we begin to enhance our own intelligence with the intelligent technology
we're creating. As humanity merges with its machines, will we forget what it means to be human? Meet Haalee, the artificial

intelligence charged with taking humanity on the road to the singularity. But will the future turn out the way she expects? Dawn
of the Singularity is the intelligent, action-packed science fiction thriller you've been waiting for. From award-winning and best-

selling scifi author David Simpson, get ready for the mystery, the thrills, and the adventure of the future to come.

This eBook is provided in PDF and ePub formats which can be located in your game installation directory upon purchase.
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As someone who rarely beats games that i enjoy I really liked this game. Its kinda short but well worth the time. My only wish is
that a sequal or even dlc that carries on the story. The mechanics in the game are pretty smooth for the most part and the whole 
 telekenetic, slow time, switch between time periods  thing is freakin awesome! ive played games like this that were similar to
this aka Psi-Ops ( i loved that game with a passion and actually replayed it using the cheats and stuff.) So i was really happy
when i saw what i could do hit my nostolgia button. 8/10.. For over a decade now, this game has been one of the few that I
always break out when I'm "between games". It is one of the best city builder games, as are many others in this series such as
Caesar and Zeus. There is a lot of strategy required, and I suggest you read up on the nuances of the game such as worker
pathing. Once you know all of that, the game is a ton of fun and the harder levels really feel like accomplishments.

The graphics hold up and the soundtrack is cool. I cannot recommend this game enough!. Strictly a racing car. No cannons no
guns available with this skin.. Edit: It has come to my attention that MagiCat's developer was previously part of the team
ElagoTech which developed Miracle Fly. This not only explains why the games are so similar art-asset and mechanic-wise, but
also means that MagiCat's developer is well within his rights to use these assets as he likes.

I apologise for any confusion I may have caused.

With that cleared up, I can now happily recommend MagiCat as it is a cute and enjoyable 2D platformer with tight controls and
smooth gameplay.

I'd be hardpressed not to compare it to Miracle Fly even now, the two are very similar in many ways after all. MagiCat has the
charm and puzzle elements from Miracle Fly but replaces the mouse controlled flying element with a control scheme more akin
to Super Mario Bros 3. The game has some sort of story, delivered through cutscenes with meow-ish dialogue; a script
sometimes difficult to follow, but with clear and concise acting to make up for it. Sound design and music could use some work
at times, but the charming asthetic and slick gameplay more than makes up for it.

If you like cats and you like platformers, you will probably like this game!

For clarity's sake you can find my previous statements below. Just know that after having been informed that the developer
behind MagiCat previously worked on Miracle Fly, my thoughts are no longer the same.

------------------

I don't like making assumptions, and so I won't. But I would very much like a response from the developer or publisher for
MagiCat because there is something that has been bugging me about this game since the moment I laid eyes on it.

As much as I do genuinely enjoy MagiCat and I do believe it is a well designed and fun game, some of the artistic choices, and
the Overworld map design in particular has me baffled. You see, when I picked this game up, I instantly thought of another
game released 2 years ago called Miracle fly. The overworld map looked identical to me when I first saw screenshots of it in the
store, and when I opened the game up even more so. You can see a comparison here: http://imgur.com/a/NjmlL For a video
comparison of the two games click here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4n-KhkQc7w

As the game seems to be heavily inspired by Miracle fly, to the point where I thought they shared assets, I believed this game to
be from the same developer team or publisher. But it is not. I do not know much about videogame development laws and I won't
pretend I do, nor do I believe this is enough to claim plagiarism, but in some areas I feel it does border on it and it leaves a sour
taste in my mouth.

The similarities do not end with the overworld map, they merely start there. The game's enemies and bosses are very similar as
well, as are the 3 red gems you are tasked to find in each level, the coloured buttons and corrisponding walls you are to
manipulate to traverse the areas among other things.
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As previously stated, I do believe MagiCat is a fun game, and I can see some real effort was put into the game's coding as your
character moves smoothly and platforming is satisfying. However, the art direction (although more retro inspired with pixelated
graphics) does come far too close to Miracle fly without being made by the same team to worry me.

If I could get a response from MagiCat's dev or publishers clarifying the similarities (perhaps they're simply free assets in a
program like unity), then that would do much to lighten my mood. As it stands though, I am not sure if I can recommend
MagiCat due to my previously stated shakiness when it comes to its drastically similar assets to those used in the previously
released game Miracle fly. Despite how much I enjoyed playing the game in the short while that I did before deciding to
compare its art assets to those of Miracle fly, which thereby prompted me to write this review, I have decided to request a
refund for MagiCat unless I get a response clarifying the similarities and assuring me that no plagiarism has taken place.

Sincerely, Sinful Sorcerer.. Epic Japanese Paint Jobs! And they look awesome :D I just love it! KAWAII!. I had to invert both
X axes on my controller via Big Picture to play.

Beyond that, the menus are a little janky but otherwise it's as fun if not moreso than BH1. Grab it if you're a fan.. Maybe I'm
missing something, but it seems fairly stupid. You just dodge letters and it repeats the same audio over and over and it's
extremely irritating.. My beastly lovers sounds pretty interesting, gameplay-wise. And it didn't start out so bad.

You were told you have to win the love of three out of six girls (?) in order to get their love token, which is needed to return
home. To do this, you have to talk to them, remember what they tell you, and give them a present they wish for. Sounds easy
enough, right?
But I realised very soon this game is hardly playable. I'm aware it's still Early Access, but imo it is not even ready for that.

Here is what I encountered, and why this game is not worth bothering until it got out of EA:
(For a better understanding it's important to know that flirting means, you have to answer their questions, nothing more)

After talking to a person once, I chose the flirt option. It worked out for the very first Character I met (the vampire girl), but
soon after she started to ask me questings about her she never answered before while talking. Well, I could manage, but with the
other characters, it got worse.
I talk to them, and they don't even respond. And you can't break the talk \/ flirt machanic, because if you do that, like talking
twice or more in a row to get more information, they stop talking to you entirely! You're stuck!
Why stuck? Because you have to woo 3 out of 6, otherwise you can't return. One wrong answer (or making them stop talk to
you), and you're done for!

I managed via guessing and relaoding until I got their love, I finished their quests (give them an item they want), but I never got
the promised love token in return. So I practically did 3 of them, got noting in return, and the game continoues infintie, you can't
go anywhere else, do nothing else. And all this relaoding and going through the same dialogue took me only about 90 minutes, so
it's short, too. I might give this game another try if it gets out of EA, but most likely not. It depends on getting a refund or not..
Never play the original game (1998) before, see it's has been "remastered" (2015) and promote with screenshots, doesn't feel
like I need to play this game.

But when I heard the soundtracks, my mind changed.

I think it's the best one out of game's soundtrack, and I think it goes more beyond that point. It's timeless! Like soundtrack from
Star Wars, Indiana Jones, or Beethoven.

Don't miss it if you like good music, this will never disappoint you.
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I really wanted to give a good review. But there is an issue with level 48. It freezes everytime I try to clean the pool.
This problem is only on level 48, everything else runs fine so far. Beside of this the game is fun.
It would be nice if somebody has a solution.. *Note: Added an edit after the new updates.

Has potential.

The gameplay mechanics essentially feel like Psi-ops mixed with Metal Gear revengeance, which sounds like a match made in
heaven, though the game falls a little short of its full potential atm. It's mechanically sound, runs well and has good VR features
and the graphics are bare but functional. Where the game falls short is the sound design, it's very subdued, bordering to
nonexistent, which takes away a lot of the fun and force of the player actions. The swords are essentially completely silent and
even bigger moments of carnage and destruction are accompanied by tiny tings and clangs. It's a shame too, because with decent
sound feedback the action would really be on par with the games this takes inspiration from.

It's still fun, so I'll give it a recommendation, but with just a little audio work it could be way more satisfying.

EDIT: The developers udptaded the game recently, adding a bunch of soundwork which have done wonders to beef up the
combat and destruction. It's not quite perfect, stuff colliding with things is still a little gutless, but now the telekinesis and the
swords feel very satisfying. Recommended.. I do think this game has a lot of effort put into it, but it is missing its purpose.
Purpose, as in what exactly are you hoping the player to experience. I enjoy difficult games, however at hour 3 I had to put it on
'Story' (super easy, apparently) mode to give it a chance due to the default difficulty being on insane break your controllers
against the ♥♥♥♥ing wall mode, but even with that at hour 4 I can't go on any longer. I really wanted to enjoy a game that
made me feel like a powerful wizard learning the arcane arts, but at this point I just feel like a guy flailing his hand around with
spells that he's not entirely sure what they are supposed to do, being killed by enemies that are stupid but relentlessly
unforgiving. Sure, I can cast a 'protection' around me and cast spells north and south or whatever, but even when I'm successful I
am confused at their purpose. I earned, with difficulty, a new sorcery wand with feathers on it but it seems like it was a waste of
husks because I'm not sure what it does. In fact there are a bunch of spells that I'm not sure what they do. I do wish there was a
clear skill tree other than text descriptions you 'eat' to upgrade your skills. I finally gave up when the story put me at the bottom
of a pit of endless spiders, and I've tried every spell and can't get past a magical barrier.

As others have commented, the enemy AI results in game play that forces you to seek their ineptitude due to the difficulty. It
boils down to flail, die, try again, repeat. Even when you pass a section, get to the next save, and then manage to die, the
previous enemies respawn. This gives the world a logical inconsistency that breaks immersion.

The game does a good job of atmosphere, and I do get shivers when an enemy appears. But I don't feel connected to the world
as I did in a game such as Vanishing Realms (VR). At least in VR the enemies had a logical consistency; a game mechanic that
was exciting and fun to exploit again and again. In Left Hand Path, during any enemy encounter my skill does not determine if I
come out alive or not. I feel as though it's entirely random, and as such I did not enjoy it, and will not continue.. What they say:
Slow-paced
Laggy
Terrible controls.

What I say:
While the game is mostly fast paced by movement, it does get a bit slow-paced due to the monsters coming at you and animating
slowly. I honestly never experienced any lag and I have it on high settings. Terrible controls? The controls were simple enough
for me. Maybe because I'm used to Half-Life.

Anyways, Monument is a game that brings you back to the old-school shooter age such as DOOM and Quake.

Graphics:
The graphics do not meet the expectations of today's high end gaming, but looking from going from the old-school shooter to
going to these 3d graphics, it gives a good nostalgia feel.

Gameplay:
The movement is fast-paced. However, when it comes to monsters, things become a bit slow. Unlike DOOM, you can't just
crash in and nuke the monster with bullets. It requires thinking and moving around the monster in this game.
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The puzzles presented here reminds me of the usual puzzles I see in the DOOM games. Also, what is great is it comes with a
save feature, so before you screw up your moment, at least you don't have to worry to run through the whole level again.

Level design is a combination of "straight-forward" and "hidden path" type.

Music:
If I was listening track by track, I would enjoy the music. Depending on how long you spend on the levels, it can get annoying.
It's mostly a metal\/hard rock type of music here. Really suits the atmosphere.

Conclusion:
Monument may not catch up to today's look-a-likes of DOOM and Quake. However, it reaches just enough to give an enjoyable
and nostalgic experience for old-school shooter players.

Pros:
Level design is basic. Easy moments and hard moments.
Save feature.
Simple controls.
Atmosphere that brings back DOOM and Quake memories.

Cons:
Coming across monsters slow things down
Music can be annoying after staying too long on a level.
Graphics and animations of monsters could be improved.. this game sucks. There's something inherently satisfying about
collapsing buildings. Sometimes it's fun just doing it by cutting out the weakpoints with a jackhammer and watching it crumble,
plus moving around debris with the loader and bulldozer reminds me of playing in the sandbox with Tonka toys (I live close to
Minnetonka so maybe that's not a surprise). It starts becoming a little bit mindless and can be repetitive but the feel of it is just
fun. It's a shame GIANTS and Focus haven't made some revamped version of this like they have with Farming Simulator..
Sorry... Tried the game it definately has some good points.
But...
The interface in god awful! And I mean awful.
It's a shame considering it could have been a fun little title.
The combat is also kind of meh...
Having your entire party destroyed by a single rat and/or
bat is disturbing.
Anyway... Good effort on the author's part but it's simply
not fun.
Sorry...
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